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1 Introduction
, subfactor $-\backslash \overline{/}\subset M$ ( , M , $-\backslash ^{-}$
global ) outer conjugacy $lli_{(\neg}‘$) $\mathit{1}\mathit{1}\mathrm{e}I$
obstruction , .
, $N\subset M$ , $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}_{1}$ strongly amenable subfactor ,
$l\mathcal{V}I$ [resp. $1\mathrm{W}_{1}$ ] $N$ [resp. .$- l\prime I$ ] non-trivial normalizer
. ( normalizer , intermediate subfactor
.) $\alpha\in \mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(M, N)$ , .
, \alpha Jones tower higher relat $\mathrm{i}\backslash rightarrow$
commutant Loi invariant [17] , Popa [20] , $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}_{\iota)}^{\mathrm{c}_{(}\backslash }-.t\cdot 6\backslash \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$
amenable group strongly outer , Loi invariant (up to cocycle conjugaey
) . ( – .) ,
$\alpha\in \mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(M, N)$ strongly outer , - [3] Popa [20]
, $\alpha$ Jones tower ,
$[\exists a\in \mathit{1}\mathcal{V}I_{k} \forall x\in N ax=\alpha(x)a]\Rightarrow a=0$
. , – freeness . ,
, strongly outer “ ”Subfactor
. ( , orbifold construction automorphism
, strongly outer .)
. , , subfactor
III factor “ ” . ([15] .)
936 1996 50-54 50
, III injective factor IIi
subfactor
.
, modular invariant [22] , explicit
, , . . $\dot{\zeta}\iota \mathrm{L}\iota \mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{C}}$,
morphism , centrally trivial , Out $(_{-}\backslash \cdot I\mathrm{A}^{-_{\mathit{1}})}\backslash :-$
class . ( , conjugacy orbit
.) , missing .
, orbifold construction . ([8]. [14] . for-
mulation ? , [9], $[10|, [11]$ .) , strongly outer $\alpha$
, , $c$ 1 , flatness .
$\exists a\in \mathit{1}vIk\backslash \{0\}$ $\forall x\in N$ $ax=\alpha(x)a$ , $\alpha(a)=cc\iota$ .
, Connes obstruction $\gamma([7])$ .
$\exists a\in N\backslash \{0\}$ $\forall x\in N$ $ax=\alpha^{p}(X)a$ , $\alpha(a)=\gamma a$ .
, $P$ outer period .
, , ’ strongly outer
$P$ ,
$\exists a\in i\mathrm{W}k\backslash \{0\}$ $\forall x\in N$ $ax=\alpha^{p}(_{\mathcal{I}})a$ , $\alpha(a)=\wedge/’\prime^{a}\iota$
. ( $p$ relative asymptotic period
. [20] .) higher obstruction . ,
51
rllissing . , $\mathrm{p}_{0_{\mathrm{I}^{)\mathrm{a}}}’}$
, Loi $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ .
. ( $[1\overline{\prime}]$ , , approximately imier




$(^{-}1)$ subfactor , orbifold construction $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a},\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}1(^{3}-\cdot \mathrm{S}\iota\backslash ’$ obstruc-
tion .
(2) Relative asyinptotic period p outer period $p_{\mathit{0}}$ [ ? $(p_{c\iota},\mathit{1}’\text{ }/Pa)=1$
.
, invariant , $()\mathrm{u}(_{-}(^{\backslash _{1}}-.\cdot$
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}.|\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{y}$ clax . (1) Takesaki $(^{-}\mathrm{J}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{J}_{\dot{\zeta}\tau}},1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{y}$
, [20] . , (2) $\mathfrak{c}^{1}’()1111\mathrm{e}1\backslash \cdot$ ,
central sequellce split,ting [4], $[\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{J}^{\backslash }}]$ .
, .
, index ,\acute 1 , . $([1|, [1‘ \mathit{2}],$ $|1\prime 1\rceil i[18\rceil.’$
[19] .)
Wenzl [23] Hecke algebra, subfactor series ( $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{J}_{\theta_{-}\mathrm{x}}}$.
, sill2 $(.3\pi/k)/\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}11^{2}(\pi/k),$ $k\geq 7)$ , Ant $(’\mathit{1}1^{\mathit{1}}\mathit{1}\ulcorner.\angle t\backslash \overline{/})=$ M. $\mathit{1}\backslash l^{-}$ )
, orbifold construction Hatness I $o\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{l},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$
([8]) , $(l^{y_{a}}, \gamma h, \mathrm{t}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$ complete invariant . – 2
index $\backslash /\mathrm{v}_{\mathrm{e}1}1\mathrm{z}1$ series , .
, Connes $\chi$ [5] subfactor versiont $|14\rceil$
$\chi(\mathit{1}\backslash \mathit{4}, N)$ quadratic forlll $h’$ ( $|1’.$ $\mathrm{s}\iota\iota \mathrm{b}\mathrm{f}\epsilon\gamma \mathrm{c}1_{-}\mathrm{C}$) $\iota$. version) ,
. , [ $16|$ .
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